New Mexico Department of Homeland Security and Emergency Management

Date: June 17, 2019

Topic: New Mexico Integration of Updated NIMS training

Issue: FEMA Course updates release.

Background: During the week of May 28, 2019 FEMA released the E/L/G0191, Emergency Operations Center/Incident Command System Interface, G 402 NIMS Overview for Senior Officials (Executives, Elected, & Appointed) IS 2200 – Basic Emergency Operations Center Functions and E/L/G 2300 Intermediate Emergency Operations Functions.

Key Points:

- E/L/G 0191 2019 version replaces the 2013 version of the course (8 hours). Prerequisites now include option to take IS 200 or IS 2200. Changes to Unit 2 NIMS Review and Unit 4 NIMS Coordination. Course now includes a Final exam and Course Grading Rubric.
- G 402 NIMS Overview for Senior Officials replaces the 2013 version (3.5 hours). Updated Units with NIMS information (units 2, 4, 5). Option for Abbreviated Delivery by reduced depth per unit. Based on NIMS 2017 and includes an appendix Resources for Senior Officials.
- E/L/G 2300 Intermediate Emergency Operations center replaces G 775 Emergency Operations Center. 22.5 hours course, prerequisites include IS 2200, IS 200 and G 191 are recommended.
- IS 2200 Basic Emergency Operations Center Functions. In the EOC track replaces IS 200

State Strategy:

- Conduct two separate webinars in July for the G0191 and the G0402 implementation for trainers and Emergency Managers. Highlight changes and materials available and determine FY 20 needs for course deliveries.
- Currently update preparingnewmexico.org with IS 2200 information and distribute the background and changes to EM’s.
- G 2300 - Develop an internal work group with current EOC operations and State training to update materials and develop plan of instruction. Pilot a delivery in the state to develop instruction cadre (August) develop FY 20 delivery schedule.

Contact: Jerome Macdonald, Felecia Schreier, Federico Hernandez